
 

Search & Edit 
 

 

Search & Edit is where users are able to search, view, edit, copy or delete TM Plans and TM 
Groups.  
The new Search & Edit view creates a more simplified view and better user experience. 
Extra functionality has been included allowing users to search for TM Plans within a specific 
date range and also allowing admin users to retrieve deleted TM Plans. 
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How to: 
 
Access Search & edit on the main admin panel 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Displayed on the admin panel within Search & edit will 
be the filters which the user can use to narrow down 
the result list of TM Plans or TM Groups. Pick and 
choose which filters you need to best find your TM 
Plans or TM Groups from the filter drop down lists. 

Below, the filters will display the results of any TM Plan 
or TM Group which matches the filter criteria selected. 
 
Begin your search by selecting TM Plans or TM Groups 
to search within the selected category.  

  

https://elginroadworksupdates.files.wordpress.com/2014/11/search-and-edit.jpg
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TM Plan Search 
 

 

Begin searching TM Plans by ensuring the TM Plans radio button is selected. A set of search 

filters will be loaded to make your search for TM Plans more specific.  

 

 

Free Text Search  
 

Use the free text ‘Search’ field to search and filter for specific words, numbers and user 

names within any or all of the selectable categories within the ‘Search’ criteria.  

 User name 

 Plan name 

 Works ref 

 Plan ID 

The free text ‘Search’ can be the whole TM Plan name, a single word or portion of the text 

which you are searching for.  
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The more comprehensive the text search the more accurate and narrowed the search 

results will be. 

 

How to: 

Select the drop down arrow to choose a specific 

search criterion to filter. Leaving all options 

unticked will filter all categories.  

User name:  

Will return a list of TM Plans created by the 

searched user.  

Plan name:  

Returns all TM Plans which given name matches 

or contains the word, letters or numbers typed 

into the search.  

Works ref:  

Returns the TM Plans which are associated with 

works references that match the string of letters 

or numbers being searched.  

Plan ID:  

When saved all plans are given a Plan ID 

number. Results will be returned when a string 

of numbers which is searched matches any or a 

portion of the Plan ID number.  

 

Main filters 
 

 Main filters can be selected to narrow down your search criteria.  

How to: 

Pick and choose between subheadings within the ‘Main filters’ while also using these filters 

options in conjunction with both the ‘Search’ option and ‘Date filters’.  
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Only TM Plans which match all filter criteria chosen by the user from all three filters 

‘Search’, ‘Main filters’ and ‘Date filters’ will be returned in the list of TM plans 

  

Category:  

TM Plans with works categories selected at 

step 1 of building a TM Plan which fall 

under the main Category headings will be 

displayed in your TM Plan list. TM Plans 

must also meet any other filters selected.  

 

Visibility: 

Pan and move the visible map area to get a 

list of different plans which have been 

created within view.  

 

Deleted: 

Where TM Plans have been deleted, users 

can now search to return a result of all 

plans matching all criteria but have been 

deleted. TM Plans which need to be 

reactivated can be viewed for the audit log 

and copied to be made active.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Date Filters 
 

Date filters control what TM Plans will be shown based on their current State or if they meet 

the criteria selected within a custom date range option. 
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How to:  

Current:  

When today’s date falls 

within the start and 

end date of a TM Plan 

the TM Plan will be 

displayed as Current. 

These are indicated 

by the TM Plan 

name bold within the 

list of results. 

Planned:  

Any TM Plan which has a start date in the 

future. Indicated in the list of results as 

standard non bold text.  

Expired:  

Where TM plans have passed the end date 

selected at step 1 these are deemed expired. 

They become greyed out and are no longer 

editable.  

Custom range: 

Selecting Custom range generates two calendar 

fields and extra ‘Date type’ options.  

Select the ‘Date type’ which you wish to search 

for TM Plans between the indicated dates on the calendars.  

Start date: Search for TM Plans which start within your given date range 

End date: Search for TM Plans which have an end date within your 

given date range. 

Publish date: TM Plans which were published between the two date 

ranges will be returned in the search results. 

Last modified date: Search for TM Plans which were last modified or 

had details changed within the date range.  

 

 

 

Helpful Hint  

At least one date 

filter option is 

required for any TM 

Plans to be displayed 

in the results 
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Search Results 
 

When the user has selected the filters from any or all of the three filter categories, the TM 

Plans which matches the criteria given will be listed below the filters on the admin panel.  

The results can be ordered to best display the results for the user’s preference.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bold results: Current TM Plans  

Non bold results: Planned TM Plans with a start date in the future 

Grey results: Expired TM Plans 

Blue Link: Indicates the TM Plan is currently live on roadworks.org 

Grey Link:  Indicates the TM Plan has been selected to publish but is not yet live on 

roadworks.org 
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TM Group Search 
 

 
Begin searching TM Groups by ensuring the TM Groups radio button is selected. A new set 

of search filters will be loaded to make your search for TM Groups more specific.  

 

 

 

Free Text Search 
 

Use the free text ‘Search’ field to search and filter for specific words, numbers and user 

names within any or all of the selectable categories within the ‘Search’ criteria.  

 User name 

 Group name 

 Group ID 

The free text ‘Search’ can be the whole TM Group name, a single word or portion of the text 

which you are searching for.  

The more comprehensive the text search the more accurate and narrowed the search 

results will be. 
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How to:  

User name:  
Search user names to filter TM Groups based on 
the user who created the TM Group.  

Group name:  
Search TM Group names in whole or in portion. 
Any TM Group name which matches your search 
will be displayed 

Group ID:  
Each TM Group has a Group ID when created. 
Users can search by these ID numbers to narrow 
down their TM Group search 

 

 

 

 

Date Filters 

 

Date filters control what TM Groups will be shown based on their current State or if they 

meet the criteria selected with in a custom date range option. 

How to:  

Current:  

When today’s date falls within the start and end date of a TM Group the TM Group will be 

displayed as Current. These are indicated by the TM Plan name bold within the list of 

results. 

Planned:  

Any TM Group which has a start date in the future. Indicated in the list of results as standard 

non bold text.  

Expired:  

Where TM Groups have passed the end date these are deemed expired. They become 

greyed out and are no longer editable.  
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Custom range: 

Selecting Custom range generates two calendar 

fields and extra ‘Date type’ options.  

Select the ‘Date type’ which you wish to search 

for TM Groups which dates fall between the 

indicated dates on the calendars.  

Start date: Search for TM Groups which start 

within your given date 

range 

End date: Search for TM 

Groups which have an 

end date within your given date range. 

Last modified date: Search for TM Groups which 

were last modified or had details changed within 

the date range.  
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Deleted plans 

 
 
Where TM Plans have been deleted either on 

purpose or by accident, users can utilise the Search & 

edit functionality to view and copy these TM Plans 

where needed.  

TM Plans cannot be undeleted; however, admin users 

can view the audit trail of the deleted plan to 

determine why the TM Plan has been deleted. To 

reinstate deleted plans, the user must copy the 

deleted TM Plan and save as a new TM Plan.  

How to: 

 Users looking for deleted TM Plans can do so by 

ensuring the ‘Deleted’ option under ‘Main filters’ is 

ticked on.  

 

 Select the state the TM Plan may have been in, 

Current, Planned or Expired. If unsure turn on all 

filters.  

 

 Use the free text ‘Search’ to begin narrowing 

down the list of deleted plans.  

 

 Search for the TM Plan name, user who created 

the TM Plan, the works reference the TM Plan is 

associated to.  

 

 TM Plans matching the search criteria will 

display in the Results as grey with a bin icon to 

indicate it has been deleted.  

 

 Click on the TM Plan name to View or Copy TM 

Plan 

 

 

 


